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Abshocf
Ot'ten, either the szuept ftequency technique or a combination of

swepi t'requency and geoimetric analvsis is used to produce the expei-
r,ental lamb waoe dispersion data. This paper describes an approagh

."' 
jonstructing dispersion curoes in solid plates using Fourier analy--.'-' 
of recehted leaky lamb waoe signls.The Lamb waztes are,prcduced

:, .tulsed ultrasound generated usirtg ftoo broad band transducers po-
ifioned in a pitch-caih orientatiort.-The relatipe distances among the
plate and the two transilucers are set to specific valua as pu geometric
calculations based on beam dffiaction. The transducer defocus is used
in conjunction with geometric calculntion to determine the phase oeloc-
ity of the Lamb waae mode being nrcnitored. SubseEtmt to approYiate
positioning of the transducers, the plnte waoe signals are Fourier trans'

formed to obtain a magnitude aerats frequency spectrum. Puks in the
spectrum indicate the presence of n Lttmb wa-oe root. Tlrc t'easibility of
this metlnd, tested by successfully constructirtg dispersion utroes for a
steel plate, is compared with the ''null zone" monitoring method of gen'
eration of the dispersion curoes. The geometric Ttositioning method is

t'urther applied to a metal matrix composite sample wherein the sensi-
tiaity of aarious experimentally genonted l-amb u'nz,e modes is assessed
to d;te;t many types of preprigrannned defects in dit'fnmt layets of the
composite plate.
Keytaords : composite materials, defects, I-amb u,n-oes, nondestructiae
eualuation, stainless steel, steel, ult rnsonic testittg.

lntroducfion-raky 
lamb waves are generated by ultrasonic waves that are

o.uquely incident on an immersed plate at frequencies that excite
te wave modes. The generation of the leaky Lamb waves leads

--.tistortion of the reflected beam in the specular reflection reglon.
A phase cancellation occurs when the leaky Lamb wave and the
gebmehically (specularly) reflected beam interfere, generating a
null zone. The null zone is monitored in a swept ftequency mode to
generate dispersion curves in the traditional method. The sensitivi-
ty of the leaky lamb waves to variations in eiastic properties, th'ick-
ness, and boundary conditions provides valuable information
about the material. Theoretical sfudies by Kundu and Blodgett
(1993), Yang (1994), and Yang and Kundu (199'1a and 1994b) have
shown that?i-fferent lamb nvave modes produce different levels of

Bar{ohen (1988), Martin and Chimenti (1987), Nagy et al. (1985),
Nayfeh (1985), Pearson and Murri (1986), Rajana et al. (in press),
and Rose et al. (1986), among others. In this technique, two broad
band lransducers are positioned in the pitch<atch orientation. The
transmitter is excitedby a signal function generator, which pre'
duces continuous wave forms (tone burst) and varies the signal fre-
quenry continuously between two limib (frequency swTPTd. an
oscilloscope soeen displays the reflected signal amplitude (vertical
axis) versus the frequenry (horizontal axis). If a Lamb wave mode
is generated for a-particular angle, energy leaks through the
fluid+olid interface in the form of leaky lamb waves (Kundu and
Maxfield, 193). Destructive interference of the lealcy lamb waves
with the back-surface reflection produces a null zone that is dis-
cernible as a dip (local minimum) in the amplitudefrequenry plot
of the reflected signal as shon'n in Figure 1. The corresponding
phase velocily can be obtained using

(1) Cpr' = Cu'lsin @

where C4 = phase veloci ry,C," =longiiudinal wave speed in water
(7,490 m/s [4,890 ft/s]), and o = angle of hcidence.

The null zone position changes in presence ofan internal defect.
Hence, when a dlfect is encountered, the receiver voltage ampli-
hrde is altered and the image of the defect is generated. The maior
problem with this arrangement is thatthe null zone positior is very
sensitive to the plate thickness. Therefore, a few percent change in
the plate thickness alters the receiver voitage amplitr:de significant-
ly. To avoid this problem one needs to filter the L-scan generated

excitation in various layers in a multilayered solid plate.
The conventional tone burst srr'ept frequenry technictechnique ils COm-

monly used to experimentally generate Lamb wave roots. Previous
efforts of using leaky waves to insPect defects in composite and
metal plates include the works of Bar{ohen and Chimenti (1985,

1986),-Chimenti and Bar-Cohen (1985), Chimenti and Fiedler
(1987), Chimenti and Martin (1991), Chimenti and Nayfeh (1985),

Ditri and Rajana (in press), Ditri and Rose (1994), Mal and
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Figrtrc'1- - Spectral nulls produced in 1119 eive7t freQuency "null zone
monitoring" methal.



data through a special filter, called MFq filter (Chimenti and Mar-
6n, 191). fhis si-gnal processing helps to minimize the effect of the
plate thickness variation on the null2one, but retains the sersitivity
to the defects of interest. An additional problem in the null moni-
tori-ng technique is that the technique is very sersitive to the relative
position among the plate, ihe fransmittel and the receiver. Howev-
ir, this problem can be avoided/reduced by piacing the receiver be
yond the null zone as well as the specularl! reflectea zone of the ul-
basonic beam.

This paper provides expressions to numerically calculate the po-
sitions of the harumitter and the receiver relative to the plate. Thus
only propagating leaky lamb waves are received by the receiver
Giriritar apprroach with a single transducer has been reported in th9
literature by Nagy et a1., 1985). Also, dispersion curvps are experi-
mentally glnerJt-ed here for a stainless steel plate and compared
with the anatyticat curves as well as cuwes obtained by traditional
"null monitoring" method. Further, the method is used to assess
the sensitiviry and selectivity of different modes to detect various
prep.ogramtired defects in di.fferent layers of a metal matrix com-
posite sample.

PUTSE ECHO TECHNIQUE OF LEAKY LAMB WAVE GENER.ATION
' :'r this technique, lamb waves are produced by pulsed tftra-

s! id generated using two broad band-transducers positioned in a
1 catctr orientation as shown in Figure 2. The relative distances
lho"g the plate and the two transduiers ate s€t to specific values
as per geomekic calculations based on beam diffraction (Figu:e 3).

The near field distance, i.e., the distance from the kansducer
where the axial pressure fluctuations cease and begin to monotoni-
cally reduce, is defined by

Q,  N=(D2-L4 /4X

where l. is the ultrasonic wavelength in water given by l" = , / f , 9 p
the longitudinai velocity of sound in water (1190 m/s14fi90 ft/sD,

/ is the-frequenry of the transducer, and D is the diameter of the
hansducer.

Furthet half angle of the transducer is given !y f - 
=-

sin-t(1.21'/D). These equations were first used to calculate the
wavelength, near-fieid distance, and half-angle of the transducers
us€d in this study as shown in Thble 1.

Figure 2 - Schematic of tfu optimum geometry for the Fourier
analysis technique.

Toble I Tronsducer soecificotions (1 mm = 0.M in)

Frequency
(MHz)

2.25
3.s

Wavelength Near-field Half'angle
(mm) Distance (mm) (degrees)

0.658 61.214 3.55
0.424 274.722 1.53

Once the values in Table 1 are calculated, the "range of validi{'
for positioning the receivers can be calculated using geomeFic con-
siderations (Figure 3). Since the objective here is to avoid the geo
metric reflecti-on compietely and receive only the leaky .Lamb
waves, it is essential to calculate the separation distance, W, be-
tween the transmitter and the receiver given the angle of incidence,
O, and the nearfield, N, of the traruduCers (W= 2N sin O). Initially,
the plate being evaluated needs to be positioned luch that tfe platg
is at a distanci of N (measured along the axis of the obliquely posi-
tioned transmitter) from the transmitter-receiver Pair. In this Posi-
tion, the receiver will be aligned to rcceive only the specuJar reflec-
tion from the surface. The transrnitter-receiver pair will now have
to be moved ("defocused") ton'ards the plate by a specific distance
Z, such that the receiver is avoiding the specularlv reflected beam
which is diffracting with a haU angle of 1. Thus, from geometrical
considerations, the defocus distance is given bv

(3) Z = N*{cos E- [sin @/tan(O +Y)]]

The defocus, Z, will now position the receiver such that it is iust
beyond the specular reflectidn region, thus avoiding-lf" LY! ""lu
completely. H"t .e, in this defoc-us configuration, W will be the

Figure 3 - Geometric considerations based on bum diffraction and
n mrf i el d c al ail a t-i on s.

minimum reouired distance between the fransmitter and the re'
ceiver to receive only the leaky l,amb waves (Figure *], {nf nosi
tion of the receiver tieyond W-will be suitable Gigure 5); however,
increasing the distanc-e of separation between the hansmitter and
the receiier will result in increased attenuation due to leakage'
Thus, the positions of the transmitter, receiver, and the test sample
as describid in this paragraph will enable the positioning of.the re'
ceiver as close to the transriritter as possible without entering the
"geomefric reflection zone." This will avoid the ambigur$es that
oilt occ,rt if the receiver is improperly positioned so that the edge
of the receiver is slightly enc.6acning oh the "geometric reflection
zone" (Figure 5).

EXPERIMENTAL GEI.IER.ATION OF IAMB WAVES
Convenfionol Swept Frequency Technique

Theoretical dispersion curves produced by Kundu and Maxfield
(1993) was used (higure 7) as thi basis for these experiments., !1;
perimental dispenion cuwes were constructd for a 1.5 mm (0.063
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in.) thick stainless steel plate using the conventional method' One
sei of broad band transducers was used to generate the curves. The
traruducers used for the experiments lvere 19 mm (0.75 in.) diame
ter kansducers of 3.5 MF{z center frequency. The frequency sweep
ing n'as carried out using programmable wave form svnthesizer in

the interval from 1 to 5 MHz. Tl're incident angle of the waves was
changed from 10 to 22 degrees at an interval of one degree. The ex-
peririental data n'ere piofred against theoreticai data (Figure Z).

Pulse Echo Fourier Anolysis Technique
Two pain (one pair of 3.5 MlIz, 19 mm [075 in.] diametel and

the othei pair of 2-.25 MH2,127 mm [0.5 in-] diameter) of broad
band transducers were used to Senerate the dispersion curves for
the 1.6 mm (0.063 in.) stainless steel plate. The kansducers were
suitably positioned and defocused as described earlier to produce a
characierjstic leakv Lamb wave signal similar tothe one shown in
Figure 4a. The plaie wave signals in the nonspecular region are sub-
seluently Fourier transforied to obtain a magnitude versus fre-
.qttincy spectnrm (Figure 4b). In contrast to the conventional tone
Uurst method wherein spectral nrrllq are produced (Figure 1), leaky
lamb wave signals are monitored here in the nonspecular region
wherein frequengv peaks are producedGigure 4b). Peaks present in
the spectrurir indicite the presence of a lamb wave' The phase ve
locity of the Lamb wave mode is caiculated using geometric con-
sideiations Figure 3). The information obtained from the transfor-
mations and calcuiations was then used to construct dispersion
curves (Figrue D.

Fisure 5 - (a) Receiaed signnls when tlrc tratsducers are in an

tnidairable location bowd-ed by both tle geontetric and non-geontetric

reflection zones. (b) Forrriu anilysis of the reflected (conftination of

specular antl leaky signnl shoun fu h).
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Figtre 4 - b) Receioed signal when the transducers are propoly
positioned as per the calculations shswn in Figttre 3. b) Fourier
analysis of the reflected Iealcy) signal in the optintunt position.

Figttre 5 - Valid range of the position of the receiaer t'or the ptilse-echo
Fourier techniaue.
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Any lamb wave roots below 1 MHz were undetectable due to the
limitations of the experimental equiPment.

The pulseecho Fourier analysis technique rcqryes no frequen-
cy sweepin& therefore, additional equiPment such as Programma-
ble waveform synthesizers, gated amPlifiers, and boxcar al'eragers
are not require'd, uniike thi conventionaj method. In additi,on,
slight changes in the tertical position of the transducers in the
Fourier analysis technigue does not affect the position of the peak
as long as the transducer angle and experimental geometry are
properly caiculated. On the other hand, the minima in the reflected-speitrabf 

ttre null zone monitoring method are sensitive to the rel-
ahve positioru of the transducers and reflecting surface. Assuming
a constant incident angie, slight changes in the vertical position of
the transducers can caise the"minima-io shjJt on the frequenry axis.

Figures 9a-c indicate selective sensitivity of different Lamb
wave modes to defece in various layers' Figure 9a shows the lack
of interface bonding in the second layer. The mode used for this
scan was generated using 1.556 MFIz at 18 degrees angle of inci-
dence. Fig[ue 9b sho'*'s a-mode of 2.620 MFIz frequmry at 16 de'
grees ang-le of incidence rvhich is sersitive to the fiber breaks in the
iirira hyer of fibers. Another mode of frequency 2.310 MHz, inci-
dent ati8 degrees angle shows seruitivity to a host of feature in the
plate in addition to ihe rwo areas of missing fibers in the fourth
iayer of the composite. Additional information on this selective de
tettion of this iomposite specimen can be found in literature
Kr.rndu et al., 1995 and in press).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A method for constructing dispersion curves in solid piates

using Fourier analysis of received leaky hmb wave signals was de
veloped and tested. In addition, Lamb wave dispersion curves
were experimentally constructed using a conventional tone burst
frequengv swept technique. The experimmtal curves agre$- quite
wel with the theoretical dispersion curves generated by Kundu
and Madield (1993). A new method for conskucting dispersion
cuwes in solid plates using Fourier analysisof received leaky lamb
wave signals his been zuicessfuily verified by corstructing a d!s-
persion anwe for a stainless steel plate. An advantage of this tech-
irique is iE simpliciiy. No special type of Fansducer is required. In
aditiuon, the ariang6**t o^f th" dd*i*mtal componenti is Uasea
on simpie geo-"tl."t*l^tiors atid beam diffraction. The data re
peatabilry-and accuracv makes this method easy to standardize for

iractical ipplicatiors s.tch as the identification and classification of
defects and material properties.

The application of the geometric positioning of the
transducer-receiver pair has been demonskated for the evaluation

Figure 7 -Theoretical dispersion curves superimpsed by
efierimental data generatddby the two methods ffrequncy and pulsed
Fourier techni4ueil.

Melol Motrix Composile with Preprogrommed Defecls
'. 'ie sample used for this study was made Kundu et al., 1995

ar' 'n press) with 5 layers of SC95 fibers in (0,90,0,90,0) lay-t1p
ca .uration. The matrix material was Tr-6A1-4V. The composite
wFriaae Uy the foil-fiber-foil technique. The first and the fifth lay-
ers of fibers-were undamaged. A p"tt of the second layer of fibers
(90 degrees) were coated Gth Uoion nitride to impede the forma-
tion of-good bonding between the fibers and the matrix as schemat-
ically shown in Figure 8a. The fibers in the third layer (0 degrees)
weri intentionallybroken as shown in the photograph in Figr:re 8b.
The fourth layei (90 degrees) had two areas of missing fibers as
shown in the photograph in Figure 8c.

The geom-rric pbsitioning of the lransducerc was done as pe.r
the appioach discussed earlier in the paper to avoid both the null
zone and the specular reflection region. Frequency magnitude sPec-
trum was used to determine the various modes propagating at each
incidence (and reception) angle. Selected modes were monitored
while scanning the sample and l-amb wave scars were produced as
shown in Figures 9a-<.

RESUTTS AND DISCUSSION
The dispersion orrves generated using the conventional swept

frequency and puJseecho Fourier analysis techniques are shown in
F e 7.-These-experimental curves agree quite well with the the
re--al dispersion curves generated by Kundu (1995 and in press).

-Boron Nitride Coadng

A

Figtrre 8 - (o) Sclwnatic of the boron nitride coating tf t!, f!!* mat.to induced lack ol bonding at the fiba'matnx iytert'ac.e;.Q) photograph of .the
fifer mat from the third tayi shorairtg the brokm fb-ers', the distance behrcm the neigliboing &ss z'ni'es is 5 mm @.2 iil; k) photograph of the
't'ibu 

rnat'from tlrc second-Iayer slnioittg the tuto arcas of missing t'ibos.
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Debond ol the
liber-matrix
inlerlace
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F$ure 9 - (d lack of intuface bonding in the seand tnyer. The mode uxd for this sun uns generateil using 1556 MHz at L8 degtees angle of
incidance; fu) I-amb waae scan shows a mode of 2.52 MHz frcqumcy at 16 degrea angle of incidence which is smsitive to tle fber breaks in the
third layer of fibers; (c) a mode of frequency 237 MHz, incident at an L8 degree angle, shotu sensitipity to a host of features in the plate in additiort
to thc tun areas ot' mbsing t'ibus in the second lryer of thz composite.

of selective sensitivity of lamb wave modes to defece in various
layers of a metal mahix composite,
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